PART A: Score 28 points for this answer.

I am a word of eight letters.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

My 1, 6, 3, 8 is a Lincoln bill.
My 4, 3, 8, 5, 7 is obvious.
My 1, 8, 2, 5 is to be afraid.
My 2, 3, 6, 2, 7, 4, 5 is a flier.

PART B: Score 3 points each. Total: 36

Form words that start and finish with the same letter. For example, ___ O A S ___ becomes TOAST when a T is placed at the beginning and end of that set of letters. Use a different letter for each set.

1. ___ T A T U ___
2. ___ I G ___
3. ___ A U G H ___
4. ___ E A D E ___
5. ___ E M A N ___
6. ___ O T I O ___
7. ___ R O M ___
8. ___ E A R L ___
9. ___ E D I U ___
10. ___ N A C ___
11. ___ E N T I ___
12. ___ A G L ___

PART C: Score 12 points each. Total: 36

Hidden in each diagram are five 5-letter words beginning with the same letter. Draw a continuous line through the letters as you spell each word by moving in any direction from letter to adjoining letter without crossing your line. Each puzzle has a different starting letter.

1. F K F I E
   T L S R Y
   H A I I F
   G T U N H
   I F F R C

2. N N O K E
   X E A W A
   A G P L T
   R U P E L
   E A A D U

3. T S A M P
   N W R C S
   U T S U B
   I U Q V S
   D S E L O